We trained six pigeons in a stagewise Multiple Necessary Cues (MNC) go/no-go task to document the dynamics of discrimination learning involving increasingly complex visual stimuli. The compound stimuli were composed from four dimensions, each of which could assume either of two extreme values or their intermediate value: Shape, Size, Line Orientation, and Brightness. Starting with a stimulus composed entirely from intermediate values, we replaced those values with each of the two extreme dimensional values in four successive stages, thereby increasing the stimulus set from 2 in Stage 1 to 16 in Stage 4. In each stage, only one combination of values signaled food (S + ), whereas the remaining combinations did not (S − s). We calculated the rate of pecking during the first 15 s of each stimulus presentation and, in any given stage, training continued until the rate of responding to all of the S − s was less than 20% of the rate of responding to the S + . All pigeons successfully acquired the final discrimination, suggesting that they attended to all of the dimensions relevant for the discrimination. We also replicated the key results of prior MNC studies: (1) the number of extreme dimensional values in each stage was positively related to the amount of training required for pigeons to acquire the discrimination; (2) attentional tradeoffs were most often observed when three or four dimensions were being trained; and (3) throughout training, the number of dimensional values in the S − s that differed from the S + was positively related to their discriminability from S + .
The issue of multidimensional stimulus control remains a central problem for behavioral science. Several approaches have been deployed to study the control that each of the dimensions of a compound stimulus can exert over behavior (Chatlosh & Wasserman, 1993; Riley & Roitblat, 1978; Soto & Wasserman, 2010; Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971; Thomas, 1970; Zentall, 2012) . One of those approaches is represented by the Multiple Necessary Cues (MNC) discrimination task, a task that poses strong challenges to the learner. Consider the case of stimuli composed of features chosen from pairs of values lying along four orthogonal dimensions: A1 and A2, B1 and B2, C1 and C2, and D1 and D2. All possible combinations yield 16 unique compound stimuli. The learner must respond in one way to the positive compound stimulus A1B1C1D1 (S + ) and in a second, distinctive way to the 15 negative compound stimuli (S − s); those two response options can be afforded in either simultaneous choice (Teng, Vyazovska, & Wasserman, 2015) or successive go/no-go problems (Vyazovska, Teng, & Wasserman, 2014) . In either case, a learner's attention would appear to be demanded to each of the four dimensions of the stimuli and possibly to the unique configural cues arising from the 16 stimulus combinations.
If this discrimination task is arranged so that all four stimulus dimensions are relevant for the discrimination, then pigeons readily solve it (Vyazovska et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2015) . In doing so, the pigeons show three patterns of performance during acquisition. First, the speed of discrimination learning is positively related to the number of dimensional disparities between the S + and S − compounds: 4 disparities > 3 disparities > 2 disparities > 1 disparity, suggesting that stimulus generalization between the S + and S − compounds plays a key part in the discrimination learning process (Vyazovska et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2015) . Second, separately scoring discriminative responding to each stimulus dimension can yield differences in the speed of learning that depend on the specific stimulus values that are chosen along each of the different dimensions (Gottselig, Wasserman, & Young, 2001 ). Finally, those individual dimensional discrimination indexes often exhibit what appear to be robust attentional tradeoffs: namely, rises in discrimination along one dimension closely accompanied by falls in discrimination along one or two other dimensions (Vyazovska et al., 2014) .
Rather than having all four of the stimulus dimensions being relevant from the outset of training, the MNC discrimination can be sequentially arranged across stages, by having one, then two, then three, and finally all four dimensions become relevant to the task (Gottselig et al., 2001) . In Stage 1, the S + takes the form of A1BXCXDX (with X denoting either of the two values for each dimension), and any other combination of values is an S − (i.e. A2BXCXDX). The discrimination is then made progressively more complex. In Stage 2, in which a second dimension becomes relevant, the S + now takes the form of A1B1CXDX. In Stage 3, when a third dimension becomes relevant, the S + takes the form of A1B1C1DX. Finally, in Stage 4 the discrimination task turns into the same as the standard MNC task: The fourth dimension becoming relevant makes the S + take the form of A1B1C1D1, with every other combination being an S − . That stagewise training may afford analytical and statistical advantages because learners must attend to the programmed dimensions in a determinate order. However, the sequential training procedure of Gottselig and collaborators (2001) entailed an interpretive complication: Both of the newly relevant dimensional values had previously been presented and had been irrelevant to the arranged contingencies of reinforcement. Therefore, learned irrelevance-the reduction of attention to stimuli that do not predict changes in the likelihood of reinforcement-might have arisen and participated in the results (Mackintosh, 1973; Mackintosh, 1975; Treisman, 1964) .
In the present project, we also arranged a stagewise MNC task, but we minimized the contribution of learned irrelevance by arranging single, intermediate values along the irrelevant dimensions. When those dimensions became relevant in subsequent stages of training, their intermediate values were replaced by the two dimensional values necessary for the discrimination (Fig. 1) . Under these conditions, the results should not be complicated by decrements in attention, thereby providing an unvarnished look at the dynamics of discrimination performance under the stagewise MNC task.
Method

Subjects
Six experimentally naïve adult pigeons (Columba livia) of mixed sex were studied; they were kept in individual 50 × 50 × 50 cm cages under a 12:12 hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 08:00). Throughout the experiment, the pigeons were maintained at 85% of their freefeeding weights, with water freely available in the home cages.
Apparatus
The pigeons were trained in a standard operant conditioning chamber (35 × 35 × 35 cm). The front wall of the chamber contained a transparent rectangular frame (9.50 cm high × 17.50 cm wide) made of Plexiglas. The bottom edge of the frame was 15.50 cm above the floor; the left and right edges were equidistant from the sidewalls. Immediately behind the frame was a resistive touchscreen; pecks to the touchscreen were limited to the opening in the rectangular frame and were processed by a controller board outside the chamber. A CRT display was located 2 mm behind the touchscreen. A food delivery cup was placed in the floor directly beneath the touchscreen opening; mixed grain reinforcers could be dispensed into this cup via a rotary delivery mechanism. During experimental sessions, the chamber was constantly illuminated by a 1.5 W incandescent lamp located near the top of the rear wall. A PC running MatLab 2010b ® software controlled discriminative stimulus presentation, the delivery of food, and the recording of touchscreen responses.
Stimuli
We prepared one compound stimulus with intermediate values of each dimension (Fig. 1 , top row), shaped as a square/circle morph, with vertical and horizontal dimensions of 4.7 cm, a diagonally oriented line (45 ), and medium brightness (RGB 135, 135, 135) Figure 1 . These dimensions were chosen because of their proven effectiveness (Castro & Wasserman, 2013; Gottselig et al., 2001; Vyazovska et al., 2014) and perceptual separability (Soto & Wasserman, 2010) .
The diameter of the large circle and the side of the large square was 5.6 cm; the diameter of the small circle and the side of the small square was 3.8 cm. The RGB values of the dark brightness were 110, 110, 110; the RGB values of the light brightness were 160, 160, 160.
All of the discriminative stimuli were presented in the center of the touchscreen frame on a blue background (RGB 0, 0, 255), which filled the entire display. The effective pecking area containing each discriminative stimulus (Large or Small) was 6.4 × 6.4 cm in order to equate the opportunity to record pecks from stimuli of different sizes.
Procedure
Shaping. Because the pigeons were experimentally naïve, they first had to be trained to eat from the food cup and to peck the touchscreen. We thus conducted manual shaping with the same discriminative stimulus as would later be used in Baseline Training.
Baseline training. During baseline training, pigeons were given daily sessions composed of 160 presentations of the stimulus involving intermediate values of each dimension, with a random intertrial interval (ITI) averaging 8 s and a range of 6 to 10 s. The first peck within the effective pecking area after 15 s of stimulus presentation was reinforced with food. Each pigeon received baseline training until its mean response rate to the stimulus was stable (i.e. daily session response rates differed by no more than 0.2 pecks per s for at least three sessions).
Discrimination training. Three pigeons had SSVL (shape = Square, size = Small, line orientation = Vertical, brightness = Light) as their endpoint S + ; the other three pigeons had CLHD (shape = Circle, size = Large, line orientation = Horizontal, brightness = Dark) as their endpoint S + . We introduced the extreme (nonintermediate) values of the four different dimensions using four different sequences (involving the columns illustrated in Fig. 1 ). The identifiers of the pigeons denote the sequence (1 to 4) in which the extreme dimensional values were introduced and their endpoint S + (A or B for SSVL and CLHD, respectively). For example, Pigeon 1A was trained using Sequence 1 (Shape, Size, Orientation, and Brightness) and its endpoint S + was stimulus SSVL. Two pigeons were trained using Sequence 1 (1A and 1B), one using Sequence 2 (2B), one using Sequence 3 (3A), and two using Sequence 4 (4A and 4B).
Pigeons were given four stages of discrimination training, with increasingly numerous stimulus sets. In Stage 1, the stimulus set consisted of all combinations between one pair of extreme (nonintermediate) To make this process even clearer, take pigeon 1B as an example. This pigeon was trained using Sequence 1, which had CLHD as its endpoint S + . In Stage 1, the discriminative stimuli were a circle and a square-each of intermediate brightness, orientation, and size-and the pigeon received food only for pecking the circle (C). In Stage 2, the discriminative stimuli were two circles (one small and one large) and two squares (one small and one large) of intermediate brightness and line orientation, and the pigeon received food only for pecking the large circle (CL). In Stage 3, the discriminative stimuli were now four circles and four squares each differing in size (large or small) and line orientation (horizontal or vertical), but with intermediate brightness. During this stage, reinforcers only followed pecks at the large circle with a horizontal line (CLH). Finally, when the brightness dimension was made relevant in Stage 4, the discriminative stimuli were eight different circles and eight different squares, and the pigeon received food for pecking the dark, large circle with a horizontal line (CLHD). It is important to note that an extreme S + value from a prior stage (e.g., C) continued to be a component of the S + stimulus in subsequent stages (e.g., CL), but that responding to it was only reinforced if it appeared with the other positive dimensional values.
In discrimination training, 10 blocks of 16 trials each were presented in daily training sessions, for a total of 160 trials, with a random ITI of 6 to 10 s. The order of stimulus presentation was randomized within blocks. On S + trials, the discriminative stimulus remained on the screen for at least 15 s; the first peck after 15 s turned off the stimulus and delivered 1 to 2 s of food in baseline training and the first training stage, 2 to 3 s of food in the second training stage, 2 to 5 s of food in the third training stage, and 5 s of food in the fourth training stage. These durations of food delivery maintained the pigeons' weights at the 85% level, because the number of trials per session that involved food reinforcers progressively fell across stages. On S − trials, the discriminative stimulus remained on the screen for exactly 15 s, and it was followed immediately by the ITI. In any stage, once the pigeon's response rate to all of the S − s in a single daily session was 20% or less than its rate to the S + , the pigeon was moved to the next discrimination stage until all four stages were completed. In order to equate the opportunity for responding on S + and S − trials, only those pecks that occurred during the first 15 s of stimulus presentation were used in the data analyses.
Results
Discrimination learning. All six pigeons learned the stagewise four-dimensional discrimination task, taking them a mean of 37.7 (SD = 18.2) sessions to do so. Considerable individual differences in the speed of learning were observed. The fastest pigeon (3A) completed all four training stages in only 16 sessions, whereas the slowest pigeon (2B) required 66 sessions. Table 1 shows the mean rate of responding for each pigeon to all 16 discriminative stimuli on the final session of Stage 4 of discrimination training. Clearly, the stagewise MNC task was learnable by the pigeons.
The pigeons generally took longer to complete the two later, demonstrably more difficult, stages of training. On average, the first and second stages lasted 2.5 (SD = 1.0) and 3.0 (SD = 0.9) sessions, respectively, whereas the third and fourth stages lasted 8.5 (SD = 3.8) and 23.7 (SD = 18.0) sessions, respectively.
Dimensional stimulus control. We explored whether the four dimensions differentially controlled the pigeons' responding by examining each pigeon's responses to each of the four dimensions across all of its training sessions. A discrimination ratio (DR) for each dimension was calculated using the formula:
where DR D is the discrimination ratio of dimension D, RR d + is the mean response rate to all stimuli involving the dimension's S + value, and RR d-is the mean response rate to all stimuli involving the dimension's S − value. A DR of 1.00 indicates perfect discrimination between the dimension's S + and S − values, whereas a DR of .50 indicates no discrimination. Table 2 shows the DRs for each dimension, averaged across the totality of training. Overall, the pigeons appeared to have had the greatest difficulty discriminating the shape dimension, followed by the size, orientation, and brightness dimensions; three out of the six pigeons (4A, 2B, and 4B) exhibited this pattern of performance. However, a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the pigeons' overall dimensional DRs found that dimension did not reliably affect the pigeons' discrimination (p > .10). Although there were reliable differences among the dimensions for individual pigeons, they were somewhat idiosyncratic (see Table S1 in the supplemental materials). These results suggest that it is unlikely the four dimensions differed in inherent salience or discriminability (cf. Vyazovska et al., 2014) .
Control by number of dimensional disparities. To see whether the pigeons' discriminative responding depended on how discrepant each S − was from the S + , we categorized the S − s according to the number dimensional values each S − differed from the S + : by one dimensional disparity (DD1), by two dimensional disparities (DD2), by three dimensional disparities (DD3), and by four dimensional disparities (DD4). (See Table 3 for an example depicting how the different compound stimuli were categorized across stages for Pigeon 1B.) After categorizing the compounds, we calculated a DR for each of these four S − categories with the formula:
where DR DDn is the discrimination ratio for S − compounds with n dimensional disparities, RR S + is the response rate to the S + , and RR DDn is the mean response rate to all of the S − s within the same DD category. Figure 2 shows the DRs for all four DD categories in each of the training sessions. The pigeons readily discriminated DD4 and DD3 stimuli in the two later stages, they but had more trouble discriminating DD1 and DD2 stimuli, which more closely resembled the S + . To assess these differences, and because stimuli from different DDs were not equally available throughout training-for example, DD1 stimuli were available across Stages 1 to 4, whereas DD4 stimuli were available only in Stage 4-we took two different approaches to analyze these data. Note: The letters in each compound denote its dimensional values: shape (C = circle, S = square), size (L = large, S = small), orientation (H = horizontal, V = vertical), and brightness (D = dark, L = light), respectively.
First, we analyzed whether there was an overall effect of the number of DDs in discrimination training. Table 4 shows the average DRs for all DD categories collapsed across training stages. An ANOVA of these DRs revealed a statistically significant effect of the number of dimensional disparities on discrimination performance, F(3, 15) = 177.13, p < .001, η 2 = 0.973. That effect was further explored by performing multiple pairwise t-tests among the DDs, with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. These comparisons disclosed that discrimination performance with DD1 stimuli (mean = .80) was reliably poorer than discrimination performance with DD2 (mean = .95), DD3 (mean = .99), or DD4 stimuli (mean = .99; all ps < .01), that discrimination performance with DD2 stimuli was reliably poorer than discrimination performance with DD3 or DD4 stimuli (both ps < .05), but that discrimination performance was not reliably different between DD3 and DD4 stimuli (p > .10).
Second, we assessed the differences in discrimination performance among the different DD categories in Stages 2 to 4 (Table 5) To assess the immediate effect of adding new dimensional values to the previously learned compound stimuli from earlier stages, we compared the rate of responding to the S + during the last session of a given stage against the rate of responding to the new compounds during the first session of the subsequent stage. In order to do so, we first grouped the S − s based on their similarity to the S + from the previous stage, using the formula: S x = e − i n in which S x is the similarity of compound x, n is the number of extreme dimensional values of compound x, e is the number of compound x's extreme dimensional values involved in the S + from the previous stage, and i is the number of compound x's nonnovel and extreme dimensional values never involved in the S + from the previous stage. Positive indexes denote similarity to the S + from the previous stage, whereas negative indexes denote similarity to the pure S − (a stimulus created from dimensional values that never were reinforced during discrimination training). Table 6 shows the similarity indexes for the different compound stimuli that a sample pigeon (1B) received across stages.
Three features of this calculation deserve attention. First, the largest positive similarity index in each stage is assigned to the two compound stimuli that derived from the S + from the previous stage, whereas the remaining similarity indexes correspond to compound stimuli that derived from the S − s from the previous stage. Following the example shown in Table 6 , in Stage 2, both CL and CS derive from the S + from Stage 1 (C), whereas both SL and SS derive from the prior S − (S). Second, positive indexes denote stimuli composed mainly by dimensional values involved in the previous S + , whereas negative indexes denote stimuli composed mainly by dimensional values never involved in the previous S + . Note in Table 6 that compound CLVL shares two out of its three non-novel dimensional values with the S + from the previous stage (CLH), whereas compound CSVL shares only one value. Third, the formula produces different levels of similarity across stages, capturing not only the degree of similarity between compounds, but also the degree of generalization decrement that might be produced by the introduction of new dimensional values; this is because the ratio of novel to familiar dimensional values falls from 1:1 in Stage 2, to 1:2 in Stage 3, and to 1:3 in Stage 4. Note in Table 6 that even though both CS and CLHL compounds derive from the S + of a previous stage (C and CLH, respectively), the similarity index of the former is smaller than that of the latter. This is due to the number of extreme (non-intermediate) dimensional values involved in the compounds.
After categorizing the different compounds by their similarity to the S + from the previous stage, we expressed the response rate to each of the compounds during the first session of each stage as a percentage of the response rate to the S + from the previous stage, during the last session of that stage (%RR). Of greatest importance to this analysis, robust generalization of responding from the dimensional values of the S + from the previous stage and/or generalization decrement from the S − s from the previous stage should result in elevated responding to the new S − s, thereby producing %RRs greater than 20% (our original discrimination learning criterion). Additionally, generalization decrement from the S + from the previous stage should result in decreased responding to the new S + , thereby producing %RRs smaller than 100% (the response rate to the S + from the previous stage). Finally, we expected the %RR scores to be proportional to the degree of similarity shared between a given S − and the S + from the previous stage. Figure 3 depicts the %RR scores as a function of the compound similarity index in the final three training stages. First, note that separate white bars depict the S + s in each stage. Each S + has the same similarity index as the S − represented by the bar immediately to its left (light-gray bars), because they each contain all of the dimensional values that composed the S + from the previous stage. For example, during Stage 2 for Pigeon 1B (Table 6) , both CL and CS derive from the S + from Stage 1 (C) and thus share the same similarity index (+.50); however, CL was the current S + , whereas CS was one of the S − s. It is evident that the %RRs of these two compounds were very similar in every stage; these pairs of stimuli supported high rates of responding, even though one member of each compound was now the S + and the other member was an S − . Clearly, the newly added dimensional values had not yet gained discriminative control of responding, nor did these newly added dimensional values consistently lower the pigeons' rate of responding. Furthermore, the introduction of novel dimensional values to the remaining S − s (darkgray bars) did not result in %RR scores that surpassed the 20% response rate criterion; the introduction of novel dimensional values did not result in the loss of discriminative control by the S − s from the previous stage. Finally, within that group of S -s, %RR scores were proportional to the degree of similarity that the S − s had with the S + from the previous stage; the individual dimensional values did exert some control over discriminative behavior albeit over a very small range of responding.
One-sample, one-tailed t-tests revealed that, in every stage, the %RRs to the S − compound stimuli that derived from the previous S + (light-gray and white bars in Fig. 3 ) were reliably larger than 20% (all ps < .01), and were not reliably smaller than 100% (all ps > .10). Furthermore, none of the %RRs to compound stimuli that derived from previous S − s (dark-gray bars in Fig. 3 ) reliably surpassed the 20% criterion (all ps > .10). To complete the assessment, we compared the %RRs among similarity levels using multiple pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni correction. In Stage 2, the %RR score to the -.50 compounds was reliably lower than the scores to the + .50 and S + compounds (both ps < .001), but the %RR scores to + .50 and S + compounds were not reliably different from one another (p > .10). In Stage 3, the %RR scores between the -.67 and 0 compounds, and between the + .67 and S + compounds were not reliably different (both ps > .10), but all other possible comparisons between the compounds were reliably different (all ps < .001). Finally, the Stage 4 results confirmed the same trend: Differences among the -.75, −.25, and + .25 compounds, and between the + .75 and S + compounds were not reliable (all ps > .10), whereas all of the differences between members of these two subgroups were reliable (all ps < .001).
These results confirm that the introduction of novel dimensional values did not result in the resurgence of responding to the S compounds or in the reduction of responding to the S + compounds from the previous stage. No evidence suggesting the presence of generalization decrement was found.
Attentional tradeoffs: individual pigeons' dimensional discrimination ratios. We next considered the relation between the dimensional DRs observed throughout the course of discrimination training to assess the dynamics of any changes in responding on the stagewise MNC task. The upper portion of each graph in Figure 4 shows the dimensional DRs of each pigeon across training sessions. The lower portion of each graph in Figure 4 shows the percentage change in the dimensional DRs of each pigeon using the previous session as a reference point; an upward change indicates an improvement of the discrimination of a dimension, whereas a downward change indicates a worsening of the discrimination of a dimension. If attentional tradeoffs were to occur between dimensions, then an upward change in discrimination performance to one dimension should be accompanied by a downward change in discrimination performance to another dimension.
We identified attentional tradeoffs using a joint criterion. An attentional tradeoff involved both upward and downward change in two of more dimensions of at least 7.5% (which yields at least a 15% separation between dimensions). Upward-pointing arrows in the bottom panel of Figure 4 denote these attentional tradeoffs.
All pigeons showed signs of attentional tradeoffs in Stages 3 and 4; signs of attentional tradeoffs were less evident in Stage 2; and, they could not occur in Stage 1, when the pigeons were required to discriminate values along only one dimension. It is important to note that most of these tradeoffs involve just two dimensions, which supports the idea that attentional tradeoffs are not an artifact of factors that may generally affect discriminative responding. For example, if a pigeon were to be more motivated to peck for food in a given session, then all of the dimensional DRs for the stimuli presented should be similarly affected.
The training sequence for Pigeon 1A was shape-size-orientation-brightness. Adding the The training sequence for Pigeon 2B was brightness-orientation-size-shape. Stage 2 was extremely short, without any tradeoffs. Stage 3 was also short, with one very small and brief attentional tradeoff occurring in Session 9. Stage 4 proved to be extremely long, with the clearest signs of two instances of repeated attentional tradeoffs starting in Sessions 28 and 57, where rises in the newly introduced shape dimension DR came at the expense of falls in the size dimension DR.
Pigeon 3A was the fastest subject to complete training. Its training sequence was orientation-shape-brightness-size. No tradeoffs were observed in Stage 2. However, adding the brightness dimension in Stage 3 produced a pronounced decrease in the DR of the orientation dimension in Session 7 when the DR of the brightness dimension rose abruptly. Finally, in Stage 4, two tradeoffs between orientation and the newly added size dimension occurred in Sessions 13 and 15.
Pigeon 4A experienced the training sequence size-brightness-shape-orientation. Although it was brief, Stage 2 involved a striking size/brightness tradeoff in Session 6. Stage 3 showed a small tradeoff between newly relevant shape dimension and size in Session 10, which was followed by a tradeoff between size and brightness in Sessions 11 and 15. Additionally, Stage 4-which was quite longappeared to involve many tradeoffs. Attentional tradeoffs between the DR of the newly added orientation dimension and the size dimension occurred in Sessions 22, 41, and 42. Other tradeoffs occurred between shape and size in Sessions 33 and 37. Interestingly, brightness did not participate in any attentional tradeoffs during this stage, as its DR remained high throughout.
Pigeon 4B shared the training sequence of Pigeon 4A. Although Stage 2 was brief, there was a tradeoff between size and the newly added brightness dimension in Session 4. Stage 3 involved a prolonged and pronounced tradeoff (spanning Sessions 12, 13, 14, and 18) between size and the newly added dimension of shape. The addition of the orientation dimension in Stage 4 produced an immediate, dramatic, and long-lived decrease in the shape DR, although with no corresponding increases in discrimination of any of the other dimensions. Throughout Stages 3 and 4, the brightness DR remained at high levels; however, small tradeoffs between shape and size were seen in Sessions 24 and 35.
Discussion
Deploying a stagewise version of the MNC discrimination task, we again observed the occurrence of attentional tradeoffs between discriminative behavior controlled by previously learned and newly emerging discriminative stimuli (Fig. 4) . Using this method, we also replicated the main observations made in our two most recent MNC discrimination projects (Vyazovska et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2015) : (1) discrimination performance was positively related to the number of dimensional disparities between the S + and S − compound discriminative stimuli (Fig. 2) ; (2) overall, there were small, unreliable differences among the salience of the four discriminative dimensions, although there were reliable differences among the individual pigeons (Table 2) ; and (3) the duration of training required to achieve discrimination criterion increased as the number of relevant discriminative dimensions was increased from 1 to 4 (Fig. 4) .
Both the original MNC discrimination task and its stagewise variant arrange the same end-point discrimination; however, it is likely that the pigeons may have to learn the tasks differently. When all of the dimensional values are present from the outset of training, the pigeons' main challenge is to discriminate among some 16 compound stimuli. In contrast, when the MNC discrimination is progressively trained across stages, pigeons may have to layer more complex discriminations on top of simpler learned discriminations (Fig. 1) .
Consider the transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2. In Stage 1, our pigeons discriminated stimuli that differed along a single dimensional value (A1 + vs. A2 − ). However, in Stage 2-with the addition of another pair of dimensional values-that simple discrimination was no longer sufficient; our pigeons now had to discriminate that two new compound-stimulus versions of the previously positive stimulus (A1 + ) were differentially associated with the delivery of food (A1B1 + vs. A1B2 − ). Our data suggest that after a new pair of dimensional values was added in each stage, our pigeons kept responding at virtually the same rate to the novel S − compounds containing the specific dimensional value(s) that had been reinforced in the previous stage (Fig. 3 , lightgray bars). That high rate of responding subsequently fell due to nonreinforcement.
Therefore, in each stage, an improvement in overall discriminative performance had primarily to establish a discrimination between the S + and S − compound stimuli that derived from the S + from the previous stage (see Fig. S1 in the online supplemental materials for similarity-based DRs throughout the entirety of training). The new S-compounds that derived from the S − from the previous stage immediately and appropriately controlled low rates of responding (Fig. 3, darkgray bars) .
A key objective of our stagewise MNC discrimination task was to minimize the involvement of learned irrelevance, which could have contributed to an earlier study investigating stagewise discrimination training (Gottselig et al., 2001) . In that prior study, both of the newly relevant dimensional values had previously been nondifferentially reinforced; in the present study, we dealt with that complication by scheduling intermediate dimensional values. Although this tactic does not prevent the development of learned irrelevance to each dimension as a whole, it does prevent the development of learned irrelevance to the specific dimensional values that were to be used in subsequent stages of discrimination training. Given that performance in our task was similar to performance in Gottselig et al.'s (2001) task, we conclude that learned irrelevance probably did not play an important role in their results.
Nevertheless, our stagewise procedure introduces an additional complication. Adding completely novel dimensional values could have produced generalization decrement (Pearce, 1987) , thus attenuating the control exerted by previously learned compound stimuli. Our results indicated that was not the case. Introducing novel dimensional values did not result in increased responding to previously nonreinforced compounds (Fig. 3 , dark-gray bars) nor did it result in decreased responding to previously reinforced compounds (Fig. 3 , light-gray and white bars).
However, even if our methods and analyses were not sensitive enough to detect it, the early disruption in the control prompted by the introduction of novel compound stimuli should not prevent the occurrence of attentional shifts; yet, attentional shifts were in fact seen after the new dimensional values were introduced. From the perspective of selective attention (Kruschke & Johansen, 1999; Pashler, 1998; Riley & Roitblat, 1978; Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971; Thomas, 1970; Trabasso & Bower, 1968) , the tradeoffs we observed between the dimensional DRs are the likely result of the pigeon's limited attentional capacity.
To conclude, the observation of attentional shifts in the pigeon given the MNC discrimination task has now been obtained in a multiplicity of settings. These demonstrations both document the robustness of the phenomenon and underscore the utility of the MNC discrimination task. We believe that the MNC task-in any of its variants-represents a valuable methodology with which to study the roles of selective attention and stimulus control involving the discrimination of complex conditioned stimuli.
